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BigAir is an independent provider of connectivity services. They design, construct and 
operate networks throughout the Asia Pacific metro region.

Offshore team challenges

Impact on BigAir’s business

Sydpro’s Service

Recruiting an offshore team from Australia is both time-consuming and logistically challenging. 
Executing this task would therefore add to the workload of senior staff, instead of reducing it.

Since partnering with Sydpro in 2014, BigAir’s offshore team has grown to 18 people. The 
average cost to engage these resources is less than $42,000 per annum, spread over 12 
monthly invoices. This results in a staffing solutions saving of approximately $1.1 million per 
annum. The team has also seen an impressive 96% retention rate.

Sydpro specialises in onshore and offshore recruitment. An emerging employer of choice in 
Colombo, Sydpro is equipped with strong connections to the ICT talent pools in this region. 
This meant Sydpro was well-positioned to assist BigAir in building an outsourced network 
engineering team.  
BigAir didn’t have to worry about language barriers when using Sydpro to recruit an offshore 
team. All Sydpro resources have elite verbal English skills. Sydpro also delivers staffing 
solutions at a single, predictable and affordable monthly rate. 

Reduce administrative workload on senior staff, without compromising quality of 
customer service or overstepping finance budgets.

BigAir was going through a period of rapid growth. Their senior staff were taken from 
their core objectives of growth and expansion and were pulled into administrative 
functions. They found it difficult to source local network engineering and support staff. 
This resulted in them struggling to meet their agreed customer SLAs.

Sydpro pitched a scalable managed service model. Sydpro designed and recruited a 
network engineering and support team via an 80-20 offshore/onshore split. Sydpro 
simultaneously sourced a senior leadership team in Sydney and a fully maintained 

offshore team in Sydpro’s Colombo office in Sri Lanka.

BigAir builds an Outsourced Network 

Engineering Team with Sydpro


